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the shift from low to second speed, which the driver had succeeded in making in one movement.
" Good, very good," thought Wazemmes ; " but I'll see how he takes the rise."
Just beyond the rue Montholon, in fact, the slope of the rue Rochechouart steepened sharply. The two most trying rises were on either side of the intersection of the rue Condorcet. Each of these rises was preceded by a stopping-place, which cost the vehicle a loss in impetus. Would they be lucky enough this time to have no passenger to pick up or set down; and would the conductor be able to ring his bell before the driver applied his brakes ? This was one of Wazemmes's favourite emotions.
Alas, they had to stop ; and, contrary to the hopes which it had inspired, the 'bus's process of starting again was painful. Not only was there no question of changing into second; the driver even had to resort to a manoeuvre with which Wazemmes was only too familiar, and which consisted in dropping into low and then jigging the throttle half backwards and forwards alternately. Wazemmes had searched in vain in I^ittle Secrets of the Motor-car for any explanation, or even any mention, of this procedure. But he had seen the J 'bus-drivers resort to it so often on the rises of the rue Rochechouart that this worried pumping movement had become a part of his own reflexes,
He even dreamed about it at night. One of his most persistent nightmares evoked a motor-bus which he had to drive up a very steep slope. However much he might agitate the throttle with skilful slowness, however much he might put all his soul into this coaxing, manipulative movement, die 'bus stalled and began running backwards—whereupon Wazemmes woke up with a start.
The first rise was* negotiated. Wazemmes permitted himself to relax a little and, emerging from his technical ecstasy, resumed contact with the people inside the 'bus.
Suddenly he realised that there was a pressure against his right knee and thigh. This pressure did not seem accidental; it must have been repeated several times, but the young

